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ABSTRACT
Traditional concepts of classical acupuncture and Chinese medicin
a culture which is very different from ours, and there has been
problems in their accurate presentation. Our approach is to atte
velopment of a mathematical language that links these traditio
theoretically to models that can be experimentally tested.
We first review some of Manaka's findings, confirmed also by
having to do with low intensity stimuli. In particular, Manaka a
ized agents such as Cu( +) and Zn(-) to nonacupuncture points o
and to the so called "mother and child" points on a meridian. I
he observed the pressure pain reaction which increased for one o
Cu and Zn on the meridian and decreased for the opposite orien
that in the case of "mother and child" points the observed rea
agreement with the so called "five phase (five element)" theory.
case of the "mother and child" points the effect usually lasted
longer than in the case of nonacupuncture points on a meridian.
Taking into account the connection between Manaka's results a
trical measurements by some electrodermal diagnostic instrum
Motoyama's AMI, we discuss some equivalent electric circuits
meridian and relate them to the nervous system response. In p
electrical circuit model similar to the synapse membrane with tw
nels seems to be especially useful when we try to explain Man
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a linear five dimensional dynamical system of the so called "five
element)" laws such as "creative" cycle, "controlling" cycle, etc.,
of a single meridian. We connect this model with the membrane
mentioned above by assuming a simple mass action law, for the
of the conductances in the ionic channels on the inpu t signals. Th
model is used to describe the development of a "disease" and it
according to the "five phase" theory. Here we interpret the "di
blockage in a meridian, while the treatment initiates the unblocki

KEY WORDS: Meridians, Pressure pain reaction, Vacancy an
"Five phase" theory, Electrical circuits, Membrane type equatio
matical modeling, Dynamical systems.
L INTRODUCTION

There have been considerable problems in the accurate presentation of
concepts from acupuncture and Chinese medicine. It is only recently that
philological and scholarly standards have begun to appear (see Unschuld [1, 2
been compounded by a tendency to try to westernize these concepts by reduc
concepts which typically do not address the traditional theoretical concepts
This is like trying to relate concepts from one culture to concepts in anot
without having found the language that bridges the two cultures. The result
contradictory information that often seems irreconcilable. In a simple attemp
attention to the traditional concepts themselves, the authors propose the dev
a mathematical language that tries to link these concepts theoretically to
can be experimentally tested. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to b
bridge and should be recognized as being only a working model in its infancy.
mathematics here is in the spirit of the development of dynamical system model
neural phenomena (see Carpenter and Grossberg [3]). The mathematical mode
here, draw from three sources: (i) knowledge (very limited) of the underly
mechanisms, (ii) observed clinical phenomena and (iii) the translation of the
theoretical concepts into their minimal realizations as mathematical laws.
Anecdotal evidence supports a connection between the results of the classic
ture diagnostic procedures and the results of some electrodermal diagnostic
such as Motoyama's AMI and Nakatani's Neurometer. Motoyama discusses
between his AMI readings and traditional descriptions of the meridians (se
cially pages 10-15). There are also examples in the literature where the imbal
by electrodermal instruments matched those imbalances found by more traditi
ments such as radial pulse, abdominal palpations, symptoms, etc. (see [12J for
where treatment also corrected the imbalance found both by electrodermal (N
and traditional assessment methods). These electrical measurements lead to
trical equivalent circuits of the skin discussed recently in Tiller [4]. In Sectio
review these circuits and then try to relate them to clinical practice by ex
clinical findings and clinical results of Manaka, which investigate the validity a
bility of certain traditional ideas. Exploration of these clinical findings and
the need to extend the simple model to be able to explain the observed clini
ena. Such an extension is explored mathematically with suggestions for fur
experiments to establish its validity and further extension. In particular Man
copper and zinc to nonacupuncture points on a meridian and the so called "fiv
element) points" and observed the meridian responses. To explain his results w
an electric circuit model similar to synapse membranes with two ionic chann
tion 3 we assume an interpretation of "disease" as a phenomena closely assoc
blockage in a meridian, and assume that treatment initiates the unblocking

hypothesize an appropriate dependence of the conductances in ionic chann
and consider a simple dynamical systems model to account for the developm
and its treatment according to the "five phase (five element) laws".
The "meridian" is an important concept in acupuncture. It is describ
several functions, probably, the most important of which is the distribut
"energy" , called "qi". The treatment loci of acupuncture lie mostly on merid
erable efforts have been made to understand, measure and demonstrate th
meridians. Measurements made by many researchers have shown that the m
electric characteristics (see e. g. [4] and [5] which has an extensive bibliog
recently Omura and his associates [6-9] has provided striking evidence for th
"meridian-like networks", corresponding to specific internal organs, and the
tion in living humans and cadaver using the "Bi Digital a-Ring Test Imagin
which show significant agreement to the classical meridian systems, with m
ances. While the exact nature of "meridians" is not yet clear, there is mor
evidence to'support the premise that they exist.

2. EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS FOR A SINGLE MER

The simplest electrical equivalent circuit corresponding to a single mer
skin measurement analyzed in Tiller [4] has the form:

f<z

~t----I4J

Here R2 and C correspond to the epidermic layer of skin and Rl corre
dermic layer. Note that the parameters of the circuit depend in general o
Motoyama's AMI instrument applies a DC potential of Vo = 3 volts betwee
meridian terminal points and a large indifferent electrode on the wrist and
short-time current response (1-100 microsec). In what follows we use the te
as the corresponding electrical circuit pathway. Clinical evidence of Ma
others suggests the possibility that the initial electric current BP= Vol Rl
corresponding to traditional acupuncture diagnostic measurements (such a
palpation, abdominal palpation, visual inspection, etc.) though we are
rigorous research that confirms this suggestion. More precisely, for a partic
a high BP compared to the average taken over all meridians corresponds
In traditional terms, "repletion" , (Chinese "shi"), is a condition of too m
"qi" from various causes. A law BP compared to the average corresponds
In traditional terms "vacancy" , (Chinese "xu"), is a condition of insuffi
"qi" from various causes. Here, BP refers to the initial current response
before any polarization has occurred. Because of known occurrence of circ
(see e. g. Manaka [12]), where current readings have been found to fluct
to the time of day, we feel that further experimental evaluation is requir
these definitions. The acupuncture points are known to have a positive pote
millivolts (see e. g. Tiller [4J and the discussion there). To account for th
add a battery E to the circuit above.
Manaka's clinical practice and experimental research in acupunctur
to suggest the existence of a biological signaling system of which the a
characteristics are a significant part. Working from the premise that tradit
work at the level of this signaling system, Manaka began exploring the pr
system to see if this were so. His experiments utilized very small intensity

observation of pressure pain and muscle tone at acupoints on the meridians inve
on related reflex points. If the application is favorable to the meridian under i
pressure pain and muscle tone will decrease. If unfavorable, pressure pain
tone will increase. We have repeated his simple tests and experiments and o
same results.

According to traditional theory the meridian has "qi" flowing in it in
direction. In an effort to relate this concept to the electrical model of the mer
determine if there is an electric current flowing in one direction, he applied cop
plates to nonacupuncture points on a meridian and observed the meridian re
example, for pressure pain and tension at right Ll-4, on the flesh in the cente
between the first and second metacarpals, placing copper upstream and zinc
proximal to the wrist on the large intestine meridian, decreases these reaction
the copper and zinc causes the reactions to return.

Manaka interprets his findings as describing a current flow in the me
agrees with the traditional description of the flow of "qi". In our electrical
BP relates to "repletion" and low BP to "vacancy" of the meridian. However
that pressure pain can arise from both repletion and vacancy (in the traditi
From a simple electrochemical viewpoint, copper is electropositive relative to
the application of copper upstream and zinc downstream should increase B
assume that this adds a voltage and thus is able to describe what happen
case of vacancy. But in the case where BP is already high, repletion-pressure
only increase when we do this. However for this case, clinically the pressure p
which would indicate a contradiction to our model. Consider next two possible
of the observed phenomena. The first is that the pressure pain response ar
influence of the treatment on the neural response in the vicinity of a particula
chain of effects for this would be as follows: (i) surface treatment leading to (i
the local meridian that ultimately manifest as electrical charges in the equiv
which lead to (iii) electrolyte and voltage changes in the vicinity of the key ne
leading to (iv) excitatory or inhibitory response in the neural fibers leading to
pain response at the point. The second possibility is that we need to change
model, specifically to change Rl by a circuit similar to one that describes th
and inhibitory responses of a neural fiber. In both possibilities w~ choose the
to resolve the contradiction. Release of pressure pain from repletion or vac
explained in either case by the effect of stimulation on the inhibitory and/
channels of either the neural membrane, the equivalent meridian channels
both. In the case, where treatment influences the two channels of the n
the effects on the pressure pain are relatively straightforward. In the secon
trcatment influcnces the two channels of the meridian to effect pressure pain
following are evidence in support of this model: a) Pressure pain responses
solely from neurol~ical causes and therefore do not necessarily require a
neurological effects (see e. g. Melzack [13]). b) Motoyama's results regarding
of qi supports this model (see p. 75 especially of [14]). He found the velocity o
of electrical impulses along the meridians to be in the range 4 cm/ sec. - 50 c
is considerably smaller than the velocity of propagation of nervous impulses
the range 50 em/sec. - 100 m/sec. It appears that the propagating impulses
Motoyama are traveling waves, the mathematical equations which have as
traveling waves are of form similar to equation (1) below. We therefore fe
the use of this model and equation (1) for the meridian. c) Our analysis
that the use of this two ionic channels model for the meridian is able to reso
contradiction and describe qualitatively many other phenomena.

To be specific, assume that a meridian is described by the equation of t
in the neurophysiological model for synapse membranes with two ionic chan

where v+ and v- are excitatory and inhibitory saturation points, respec
V-j g+ > 0 and g- > 0 are the corresponding conductances of two ionic ch
is the capacitance which we can assume to be unity, for simplicity. Thus, dep
values of g+ and g-, v can take any value between v+ and v-, which we int
related to the most replete and most vacant states of the meridian, correspon
the meridian becomes vacant, let us presume that the resistance of the exci
becomes large (the excitatory channel closes) so that g+ becomes small and v
i.e. we have blockage in the excitatory channel. Similarly, if g- becomes
presume that it is due to the meridian being replete and v is close to v+. Th
as blockage of the inhibitory channel (the inhibitory channel closes). Thus
application eu upstream and Zn downstream the homeostatic effect of reduct
pain can be explained as follows: in the ca.'le of vacancy g+ i.'l increa.'led w
meridian more replete; in the caM of repletion g- is increased 30 that the me
more vacant. These simple copper and zinc tests of Manaka appear to dem
the meridians have direction of flow. The north and south pole magnets of
800 gauss have also been used to check meridian flow, and the results are
same as found for copper and zinc. The pressure pain responses are qualit
when the north pole replaces the copper and the south pole replaces the z
Omura's results [15] seem to support our model. He has shown that
of low energy electrical field, magnetic field and electromagnetic field (lig
certain wavelength) can change body muscle tone. In general, some of th
signals do not usually create sufficient voltages to cause excitation of isolate
Our model describes such signals as effecting changes in conductances and
This is similar to the negative resistance circuit suggested by Omura [15
mechanism of the above effects.
These experiments have so far used nonacupuncture points on a m
Manaka applied these same polarities to certain acupoints, in particular, th
"tonification" and "child" or "dispersion" points [10, 11]. These acupoints
in traditional practice. Their names derive from their associatioll with
"wu xing", the "five phases". \Ve have done some exploration of the fiv
mathematically and formulated mathematical models that match tradition
of their interaction [16]. Looking only at the mother and child points, they c
according to the five phase model by the following equation, which is a si
equation (9) below:

Here 5j is the amount of stimulation of the j-th point on the meridian unde
where this point belongs to the same phase as the meridian and a, d > 0 are
5j-l is the amount of stimulation of the "mother phase", according to tradit
we treat the "mother" in the cases of "vacancy". 5J +! is the amount of stim
"child phase" , according to traditional concepts we treat the "child" in cases
We assume that stimulation of the meridian is proportional to 5j.
Manaka observed polarity dependent reversible changes associated wit
Repeating his experiments we have been able to confirm his findings. Pla
the mother point and zinc to the child point reduces pressure pain on the
associated meridian points. Reversing these so that zinc is on the moth
on the child points causes the pressure pain to return. Replacing the c
north pole of a magnet and zinc with the south pole has the same effects o
pain. In general, applying a positive electrical polarity to the mother poin
to the child point has the same effects. These are described extensively
with many case histories.

ionic channel pores as described above: in the case of vacancy g+ is increased w
the meridian more replete; in the case of repletion g- is increased so that th
becomes more vacant. Reversing the polarity agents closes the pores, reversing
in current ]low, causing the pressure pain to return. In Section 3 we have a m
mathematical model for this. It is also important to notice that in eight out o
meridians, the order of application of polarities to the mother and child point
of that when applied to nonacupundure points on a meridian. Another exp
observed difference is that in the case of applying copper and zinc to to nona
points on a meridian, the effects are 3hort lasting; while the effect3 are long la
case of the mother and child points. We postulate that in the first case part o
is due to adding voltage to the meridian, and part of the effect is due to openi
channels, thus changing the meridian conductances; while in the second case c
meridian conductances seems to be the primary mechanism. This and other o
research, such as application of colored light and ink to these acupoints [11,
clinical evidence to what the Chinese called the "five phases". However, mo
clinical research is required to investigate this.

3. A DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS MODEL FOR THE "FIVE
PHASE LAWS" IN THE CASE OF A SINGLE MERIDIAN

We consider the effects of different signaL'l on the excitatory conductance g+
analysis is similar). Our approach here is similar to the one in Carpenter an
[3]. We use a simple mass action law. To be specific, assume that (1) descr
(liver) meridian. Let Tl be a signal leading to vacancy of liver meridian, i.e.
g+, say, due to emotional and dietary factors, acting for a long time (i.e_ se
from time to to i l - At time t1 the diet was changed, and there was a treatment
electrical polarities or light, according to the "five phase" laws, for a shor
il to t2 by a signal T2- We thus have:

O,

(2)

Tl (t)

t

= { Tl

const, to

0,

<t

~
~

to,
tl,

t > il;

(3)
The simplest mass action law is defined by

(4)

where gO is the maximal number of opened pores (when Tl (t) = 0). Equat
that closed pores, which number go - g+, open at a rate H + JT2 (t) (when T2
rate is H); and that the signal Tl (i) closes open pores, which number g+,
We also assume that at time t = to all pores were open i.e. no blockages:

(5)
Solving (4), (5) for different time intervals gives:

(6)

+

H

g (t)= H+

l g0 , to<:t~tl,

JT

(7)

(8)

Equation (6) shows that the excitation channel of the liver meridian is now pa
(the conductance g+ decreased). Equation (7) models the unblocking proce
g+) due to the treatment. Equation (8) says that the unblocking process c
the treatment stopped, but with a slower rate than during the treatment
of (6), (7) and (8) into (1) and solving it will show how the voltage v ch
Clinical experiments are required to test this model.
We next look more closely at the treatment process, e.g. how T2 (t) ca
Clinical experiments of Manaka and ours seem to agree with the traditional
phase" theory [11].
The simplest conceptual model of the classical "five phase" theory in the
meridian can be formulated as follows. Given a stimulation of one or sev
acupoints corresponding to different phases, on the meridian under conside
acupoints stimulate each other according to what the traditional theory c
and "controlling" cycles. Then the stimulation of the meridian is propo
resulting stimulation of the acupoint that belongs to the same phase as
The simplest mathematical interpretation of this conceptual model gives
dimensional dynamical system. We illustrate this approach in the case
example of the wood (liver) meridian.
1, ... , 5, (assume j = 1 for water, j
2 for wood et
Let S (t), j
amount stimulation of the j-th point on the wood meridian. Suppose our
to tonify the water point by a signal R. Then the simplest mathematical m
the effects of this treatment is given by the system of five linear differential
also [16]) :

of

(9)

where R(t)
conditions

d!l

aSs

bS..

CSl - dS2 - eS3

+ R(t), t;::: tl,

dS
-it
= aSj-l - bSj-2 - cSj - dSj+l - eSi+Z,

= R = const >

0, for tl ::; t ::; tz and R(t)

j

= 2,3,4,5,

0 otherwise; w

(10)

Here a, b, c, d, e > O. The first equation in (9), for example, says that the
of stimulation of the water acupoint is proportional to the stimulation ("c
the metal acupoint, to negative stimulation S4 (controlling) of the earth a
negative stimulation Sl (homeostatic, see [16] for the discussion) of the w
to the negative stimulation S2 (countercreative) of the wood acupoint, t
stimulation Sa (countcrcontrolling) of the fire acupoint, to the stimulation
treatment.
Solving (9), (10) we obtain, in particular, S2 (t) which gives us the res
the treatment on the wood acupoint on the (wood) liver meridian. For the tr
T2 (t) we can set Tz (t)
S2 (t) or, to account for our simplified assumpti
of T2 (t) in (3),

(11)

stimulation of the wood acupoint.

4. DISCUSSION

We have explored mathematically some concepts and clinical data fro
acupuncture. Though we are not aware of any rigorous experiments to support o
still the abundance of anecdotal data convinced us that our attempt was w
We have started with a simple electrical circuit model of the skin, which a
measurements of some electrodermal instruments such as Motoyama's AMI.
electrical current BP is interpreted as an indication of the condition (as det
traditional acupuncture procedures) of a meridian. High BP corresponds to re
BP corresponds to vacancy, in traditional terms. Rigorous experiments are
verify this correspondence. Manaka's clinical results (confirmed by our own)
application of a small voltage to nonacuptlllcture points on a meridian and to t
"mother" and "child" points reduces pressure pain independently of whether t
was vacant or replete. In view of the importance of this homeostatic mechanism
to conduct triple blind experiments to verify this. To account for these results w
a mathematical model similar to that of a synapse membrane with two ionic c
assume that applied voltage affects the conductances in the ionic channels. Furt
is required to determine actual mechanisms. We further develop a phenomenolo
of the "five phase" laws in the case of a single meridian and use it to describe in r
development of a disease (which we interpret as a blockage in a meridian) and it
(which we interpret as the corresponding unblocking process). Again, we plan
clinical experiments and monitor them using AMI or a related equipment. We
to examine detailed parametric properties of solutions of our differential equati
both analytically and numerically and compare the mathematical predictions
data. An extension of equation (1) will replace it by an appropriate partial
equation to account for the traveling wave fronts measured by Motoyama [2
plan to develop a mathematical model for the complete meridian system.

3

Liver (wood)
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